George Washington:
Centerpiece of a Nation
Intended Grade Level: Upper Elementary School
Lesson Purpose: Students will discuss the leadership characteristics that made George
Washington a good choice for president and determine whether these characteristics are
still important. Students will use primary images to create new seals for the states and
choose a “centerpiece” for a display that epitomizes our nation today.

Lesson Objectives:
•

•
•
•

Students will discuss the characteristics that make a good leader and the
post Revolution atmosphere that influenced the choice of George
Washington as leader
Students will analyze two primary images and record analysis on a
worksheet.
Students will conduct research on the states using a variety of resources.
Students will examine the values and principles of today’s society and
determine how those affect national decisions today.

National Standards:
NSS-USH.5-12.3 ERA 3: REVOLUTION AND THE NEW NATION (1754-1820s)
•
•
•

Understands the causes of the American Revolution, the ideas and interests involved in forging
the revolutionary movement, and the reasons for the American victory
Understands the impact of the American Revolution on politics, economy, and society
Understands the institutions and practices of government created during the Revolution and how
they were revised between 1787 and 1815 to create the foundation of the American political
system based on the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights

NSS-C.5-8.2 FOUNDATIONS OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM
What are the Foundations of the American Political System?
•
•
•
•

What is the American idea of constitutional government?
What are the distinctive characteristics of American society?
What is American political culture?
What values and principles are basic to American constitutional democracy?

NL‐ENG.K‐12.7 EVALUATING DATA
Students conduct research on issues and interests by generating ideas and questions, and by posing
problems. They gather, evaluate, and synthesize data from a variety of sources (e.g., print and nonprint
texts, artifacts, people) to communicate their discoveries in ways that suit their purpose and audience.
NL‐ENG.K‐12.8 DEVELOPING RESEARCH SKILLS
Students use a variety of technological and information resources (e.g., libraries, databases, computer
networks, video) to gather and synthesize information and to create and communicate knowledge.

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Magnifying glasses
Box
Slips of paper with the names of the 50 states
Construction paper, colored pencils, scissors
Large sheet of butcher paper

Timeframe:

Approximately two class sessions

Procedures:
1. Ask your students to brainstorm characteristics they believe made George
Washington a successful leader. Why do they think George Washington’s
countrymen trusted him to lead them in the Revolutionary War and as our first
President? Record their answers on the blackboard.
2. Have students closely examine the two different images of “A Display of the
United States of America” (included below). These engravings were printed and
sold by Amos Doolittle during George Washington’s lifetime. Because George
Washington led the Continental Army to victory in the American Revolution and
was later elected to be the first President, most Americans and much of the world
saw him as a symbol of the United States. To his countrymen at the time and in
the opinion of many historians, George Washington’s role as President in the
new federal government was crucial to its success. In these images, Amos
Doolittle places George Washington as the centerpiece of the picture surrounded
by emblems or seals. Have students complete the Worksheet (included below) as
they examine the images, then discuss answers as a class.

3. Students will now design a new version of the “Display” and discuss how the
country has grown in the last two hundred years. Prepare by writing the names
of all states on slips of paper and putting them in a box. Depending upon the
class size, each student should then draw two states from the box.
4. The student will research their assigned states using geography or history
textbooks, state tourism bureau websites, and state government websites.
5. Each student will design a state seal or emblem that they feel best reflects the
state’s history, geography, population, and industry. Depending on the size of
your intended classroom display, the seals should be between 3x3 and 5x5 inches
in size. Students should write a brief statement explaining their design.
6. As a class, decide in what order the seals will be placed. Examples would be
alphabetically by state name, date the state entered the union, the size of the
state, or the state population.
7. Review the list of Washington’s leadership characteristics brainstormed at the
beginning of the lesson. Discuss with your students if they think George
Washington should remain the centerpiece of their display. Discuss ideals that
George Washington represents which are still important today? If students
suggest another centerpiece, what object or person do they feel better symbolizes
the United States and why? Have one or more students draw the chosen
centerpiece of the display.
8. Teacher should cut seals out and paste in a circle on the large piece of butcher
paper to display in the classroom.

Image: “A Display of the United States of America,” printed by Amos Doolittle in 1788
after George Washington served as President of the Constitutional Convention

Image: “A Display of the United States of America,” printed by Amos Doolittle in 1791
after George Washington had served as President of the United States for three years

Worksheet: Centerpiece of a Nation
Compare the two images called “A Display of the United States of America.”
1. How is George Washington dressed?
Image One: ___________________________________________
Image Two: ___________________________________________
2.

What words are written around George Washington’s picture?
Image One: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Image Two: _________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
3. How many seals (rings) surround the picture of George Washington?
Image One: ________________________
Image Two: ________________________
4. What do the seals represent? ______________________________________
5. Look carefully at the two pictures. Are the seals the same? Are the seals in Image
Two different in any way from Image One? If so, how?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
6. What story do you think the images tell?

